
RAV - Slezák Morava Retro MK120.0/8BC
Vodovodní baterie dřezová stojánková s otočným ústím. Výška baterie je 22,4

cm.

EAN: 8595163577183

4 199 Kč
3 470 Kč bez DPH

The Morava Retro MK120.0/8BC kitchen faucet perfectly captures the originality and practicality. The
faucet is made by the Czech company Slezák - Rav CZ, s.r.o., which emphasizes honesty and tradition. It
has been on the market since 2001. The products of the Slezák Rav CZ, s.r.o. brand come with an
extended warranty.

The timeless retro sink faucet Morava Retro MK120.0/8BC is designed not only for retro kitchens, but
also for rustic styles. Rustic kitchens have been gaining increasing popularity in recent years. It looks
very pleasant in combination with wood. It will transform your apartment into a cozy home.

When choosing accessories for rustic styles, details play a big role. The Morava Retro MK120.0/8BC
kitchen faucet is perfectly crafted, combining modern design with a subtle hint of the past.

The sink stand mixer with a swivel spout is equipped with a ceramic cartridge. The package includes a
mounting kit  and an accompanying manual,  which will  facilitate  the entire  installation.  The faucet
package contains two connecting hoses (connections for cold and hot water).

We offer this battery in a variety of colors.

White / chrome



Key features of the RAV Slezák Morava Retro MK120.0/8BC kitchen faucet

attractive kitchen faucet in a modern design
10-year battery warranty.
ideal choice for rustic kitchens
rotate the head by 360 degrees
Easy installation
manufacturer Czech company Slezák Rav CZ, Ltd. with a tradition since 2001

Note:  the 10-year warranty applies to the tightness of  the casting (battery body),  the cartridge is
guaranteed for 6 years, and the surface finish of the battery is guaranteed for 2 years. Other parts are
subject to the Civil Code from the date of purchase.

Parts of the packaging:

Assembly instructions



Parameters
Battery appearance
Battery shape: Rustikální - Rustic
Surface treatment: White / chrome
Battery function
Retractable nozzle: No
Switching aerator / shower: No
Turning head.: about 360 degrees
Battery management: Roosters
Battery for "two waters" (for filtered water): No
In general
Cartridge type: Ceramic
Average cartridge: 35 mm KA3502
Screwing hoses: "0" - connection of flex hoses 3/8"
Warranty: 10 years.
Product TARIC code: 84818011
Battery packaging dimensions (cm)
Width of the packaging: 24
Height of the packaging: 8
Depth of the packaging: 42.5
Weight including packaging (kg): 2



  

  


